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Introduction* This paper has two nearly independent parts, con-
cerned respectively with extension of mappings and with dimension in
uniform spaces. It is already known that the basic extension theorems
of point set topology are valid in part, and only in part, for uniformly
continuous functions. The principal contribution added here is an
affirmative result to the effect that every finite-dimensional simplicial
complex is a uniform ANR, or ANRU. The complex is supposed to carry
the uniformity in which a mapping into it is uniformly continuous if
and only if its barycentric coordinates are equiuniformly continuous.
(This is a metric uniformity.) The conclusion (ANRU) means that when-
ever this space μA is embedded in another uniform space μX there exist
a uniform neighborhood U of A (an ε-neighborhood with respect to some
uniformly continuous pseudometric) and a uniformly continuous retrac-
tion r : μU -> μA,

It is known that the real line is not an ARU. (Definition obvious.)
Our principal negative contribution here is the proof that no uniform
space homeomorphic with the line is an ARU. This is also an indication
of the power of the methods, another indication being provided by the
failure to settle the corresponding question for the plane. An ARU has
to be uniformly contractible, but it does not have to be uniformly locally
an ANRU. (The counter-example is compact metric and is due to Borsuk
[2]). It does have to be uniformly locally connected, which is enough to
give us a grip on the real line.

Smirnov has defined the δ-dimension dd of a uniform space as the
least dimension of a cofinal family of finite uniform coverings and has
shown that δd has many of the properties of topological dimension
functions and some novel ones [9, 10]. The large dimension Δd is defined
in the same manner, using arbitrary uniform coverings, in [6], where it
is shown that Ad is ^> δd and is (like δd) invariant under completion.
The central result of the second part of this paper is that when δd(μX) — n
there are precisely two possible values for Δd(μX), namely w and c».

Two applications are made, the principal one being a considerable
simplification of the proof of the main theorem of [10] (characterization
of the ^-dimensional uniform subspaces of En). Also there are two side
conditions either of which implies Δd{μX) — δd(μX): every uniform
covering has a finite-dimensional uniform refinement (μX) is, so to speak,
weakly finite-dimensional), or μX is locally fine in the sense of [5]. The
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first of these includes the case of a weak uniformity induced by a family
of real-valued functions, and the second includes the case of the finest
uniformity compatible with the topology.

1* Extension, Most of the simplicial complexes considered in this
paper will be finite-dimensional, largely because we do not have a con-
venient uniform structure for infinite-dimensional complexes. In any
simplicial complex X, the points x are determined by their barycentric
coordinates (xΛ). The function d(x, y) = max \xa — ya\ is a distance func-
tion inducing a uniformity and topology on X; with this uniformity, X
is called a uniform complex. We recall from [7] that a finite-dimensional
uniform complex is a complete space, the stars of vertices from a unifom
covering {St*}, a mapping into X is uniformly continuous if and only if
its coordinate projections are equiuniformly continuous and every finite-
dimensional uniform covering of a uniform space has an equiuniformly
continuous partition of unity subordinated to it, which then induces a
canonical mapping into the nerve.

In fact, we can show the following.

1.1. Every uniform covering has an equiuniformly continuous parti-
tion of unity subordinated to it.

Because of the difficulty with infinite-dimensional complexes, we
shall not get any use out of 1.1 excepting a very special application in
the second section of the paper.

Proof of 1.1. Let {UΛ} be a uniform covering of a uniform space
μX. Let ί be a uniformly continuous pseudometric on μX such that
every set of d-diameter 2 or less is contained in some U^ [7]. Well order
the indices a. For each a, we define a real-valued function gΛ : ga(x) is
the smaller of the numbers 1 and sup[d(#, X— Uβ)\β < a]. The func-
tions gΛ increase monotonically to the pointwise limit 1 (continuously at
limit ordinals), and each of them is uniformly continuous with respect
to d, with modulus of continuity δ(ε) = ε; that is, d(x, y) < ε implies
\g«(χ) — 9*(v)\ < ε Therefore the functions foϋ — gΛΛ.1~golι form an
equiuniformly continuous partition of unity and if x e X — Z7rt, then
gΛ+ι(x) = gΛ(x) and fa{x) = 0.

A partition of unity {fa} will not yield a function with values in
the nerve unless at each point all but finitely many/Λ vanish. An obvious
sufficient condition for this is that {Ua} is point-finite. We can rearrange
the statement of this condition by using the following (essentially known)
construction. A covering {Va} with the same indexing set as {Ua} is
called a shrinking of {UΛ} if VΛ c UΛ for all a; let us call {FΛ} a
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strict shrinking if there exists a uniform covering w such that
St(Va,w)a UΛ for all a.

1.2. Every uniform covering has a strict shrinking which is uniform*
If a uniform covering w is a star-refinement (or merely a refinement) of u,
then u can be strictly shrunk (or merely shrunk) to a uniform covering
v whose elements are unions of disjoint families of elements of w.

Proof. Well order the elements U* of u and define VΛ as the union
of all elements of w whose stars (or merely whose selves) are contained
in UΛ but not contained in any preceding Uβ.

At the moment, we want the following applications of 1.2. Every
point-finite uniform covering has a uniformly locally finite uniform
refinement (any strict shrinking); and if a covering has a uniformly
locally finite refinement then it has a uniformly locally finite shrinking.

Note specifically that the nerve of the covering v constructed in 1.2
is a subcomplex of the nerve of u and is the image of the nerve of w
under a simplicial mapping. The dimension of v is no greater than the
dimension of w.

In normal topological spaces 1.2 is valid for coverings having locally
finite refinements, and leads to the conclusion that such a covering
admits a canonical mapping into the nerve for any reasonable topology
on the nerve [3]; for continuity is easily deduced from the fact that a
neighborhood of each point is mapped into a finite complex. A uniform
space is called locally fine if every uniformly locally uniform covering
is uniform [5]; it follows that every uniformly locally uniformly con-
tinuous function is uniformly continuous, and also that every uniform
covering has a uniformly locally finite uniform refinement. Accordingly
we have

1.3. Relative to any uniformity for simplicial complexes which makes
every finite subcomplex a uniform complex, the following is true: Corre-
sponding to every uniform covering of a locally fine uniform space there
is <x canonical mapping into the nerve.

We shall want to apply this with some structure on the nerve of
{XJa} making {StΛ} a uniform covering. It will suffice to use uniform
Whitehead complexes (UW-complexes) defined as CW-complexes bearing
the finest uniformity compatible with the topology.

We obtain also, from 1.1 and 1.2, certain mappings of any uniform
space into the nerve (regarded as a uniform complex) of any covering
having a point-finite uniform refinement. The mappings take Ua into
StΛ, but when {StΛ} is not uniform, this is of little value.
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1.4. LEMMA. Every bounded uniformly continuous pseudometric on a
subspace of a uniform space many be extended to a bounded uniformly
continuous pseudometric on the whole space.

Proof. Suppose e is a bounded pseudometric on μA c μX. We show
first that there is a pseudometric d on μX satisfying d(x, y) > e(x, y) for
all x and y in A. For each integer n (positive or negative) there is a
uniform covering un of μX such that if x and y are in A and in a common
element of un then e(x, y) < 2n; and there is a pseudometric dn on μX
such that dn(x, y) < 2n+1 implies x and ?/ are in a common element of un,
but cZw(#, 2/) < 2W+1 for all a? and y. If 2* is a bound for values of e,
then Σ(d w 1 & > % > — o o ] i s a pseudometric d uniformly continuous on
μX, and d(x, y) < 2n+1 implies e(x, y) < 2n, so that d > e in A. Finally
define m on X by m(x, y) — min (d(x, y), inf [d(x, a) + e(α, b) + d(δ, ?/)|α
and b in A]). Examination of cases shows that m is a pseudometric.
Since m < d, m is uniformly continuous. Then m is the required extension
of e.

1.5. COROLLARY. For every uniformly continuous mapping f of a
subspace μA of a uniform space μX into a metric space vB, there exist
a metric space vY containing vB and a mapping g: μX -» vY extending f.

For every metric is equivalent to a bounded one.

1.6. COROLLARY. For every uniformly continuous mapping f of a
subspace μA of a uniform space μX into a uniform space vB, there exist
a uniform space vY containing vB and a mapping g: μX-> vY extending f.

For every uniform space is a subspace of a product of metric spaces.
The definitions of absolute retract and absolute neighborhood retract

write themselves, except that one must notice that uniform neighborhoods
should be specified. If A c U c μX, U is a uniform neighborhood of A
provided U contains the star of A with respect to some uniform covering.
μX is an ARU provided μX c μY implies the existence of a uniformly
continuous retraction μY -> μX; μX is an ANRU provided μX c μY
implies the existence of a uniformly continuous retraction onto μX of
some uniform neighborhood of X in μY. One point to be noticed is

1.7. Every ANRU is complete; moreover, an incomplete space can
be embedded as a closed subspace of a space in which there is no retrac-
tion of a uniform neighborhood.

Proof. Given any incomplete space μA, let πμA be its completion
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and / a well-ordered space, in the order topology, having a last element
ω such that every sequence converging to ω has a greater cardinal
number than that of A. Embed μA in πμA x I, a e A going to (a, ω),
and remove from the product the points (x, ω), x not in A; evidently
μA becomes a closed subspace on which there is no continuous retrac-
tion of a neighborhood.

Among topological spaces one distinguishes between the property
of being an absolute retract (or an ANR) and the stronger property of
being an absolute (neighborhood) extensor: Y is an absolute extensor
for a class of spaces if when A is a closed subspace of a space X in
this class, every continuous mapping of A into Y can be extended over
X. From 1.4 and its corollaries we have the following: Among uniform
spaces, every absolute retract is an absolute extensor, i.e. every uniformly
continuous mapping of a subspace of any space μX into an ARU may he
extended. Similarly for ANRU's. Further, for a metric space to he an
ARU or ANRU, it suffices that it is a retract or neighborhood retract
whenever it is embedded in a metric space. Moreover, if we choose any
convenient bounded distance function, we may assume the embedding
is an isometry.

The reduction to the isometric case simplifies matters considerably,
but there still remains some computation. We shall have to consider
moduli of continuity explicitly. Recall that a modulus, in this context,
is any function on the positive reals to the positive reals.

1.8. LEMMA. For every modulus of continuity δ and every natural
number n, there exists a modulus λ such that every mapping of a sub-
space of a metric space into a uniform n-simplβx, having the modulus δ,
can be extended to a mapping of the whole space into the simplex having
modulus λ.

Proof. The ^-simplex T is an ARU because it is uniformly equivalent
to a product of intervals, each of which is an ARU by Katetov's ex-
tension theorem [8]. Now suppose the lemma is false, i.e. there exist
δ and n such that for each modulus λ there exist metric spaces Aλ c Xλ

(with distance dλ) and mappings fλ: Aλ-> T, each having modulus of
continuity δ but having no extension over Xλ with modulus λ. Let X
be the union of disjoint copies of all Xλ, with the following distance
function d : d(x, y) — 1 unless x and y are in the same Xλ and dλ(x, y)<l,
in which case d(x, y) = dλ(x, y). Then with A = [J Aλ,f: A-+T defined
by the values of the fλ, f is uniformly continuous with modulus of con-
tinuity min (δ, 1). Therefore / has an extension over X which has a
modulus of continuity λ. But min(Λ, 1) is a modulus of continuity μ,
and the restriction of / to Xμ has modulus μ, a contradiction.
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1.9. THEOREM. Every finite-dimensional uniform complex is an
ANRU.

Proof. Suppose the ^-dimensional complex N is isometrically
embedded in X with distance d; on N, d(x, y) = max \xΛ — ya\. We
shall need the product of all the odd numbers up to 2n + 1; for typo-
graphical convenience we take (2n + 1)! Then let Nk denote the
^-skeleton of N, and Ck the set of all x in X which satisfy

Any x in Co is within distance 1/6 of a unique vertex, which we define
to be fo(x)', thus f0: Co -> No is a retraction with modulus of continuity
δ = 2/3. Suppose the retraction fk: Ck-> Nk has been defined and has
a definite modulus of continuity δk. Now if x is within distance θ of
points p, q, in different (k + l)-simplexes, σ, r, of JV, then p and g are
within 20 of each other. If (2k + 4)/? < 1, define barycentric coordinates
of a point r by deleting those non-zero coordinates pΛ of p for which
gΛ = 0 (whose sum is at most (k + 1)2/9) and increasing accordingly one
of the non-zero coordinates of p which must be left. Then r is common
to σ and τ and hence is in Nk; also, d(x, r) < (2k + 3)0. Thus if x is
in Ck+1 and not in Ck, then there is a unique (k + l)-simplex σ such that

d(x,σ)<^±^-d(x,N) and d(x, σ) £ —±—
(2k + 3)! (2k + 5)1

Let C(σ) denote the union of the set of all such x and /V(σ); let A(σ)
denote (Ck Π C(σ)) U σ; and define a retraction ^ : A(σ) -> σ to agree
with fh on Cfc (Ί C(σ). For pairs of points in Ck, ψ has modulus of con-
tinuity δk; for pairs in σ , the identity function δ(e) = ε; and for p in
Cfc, g in σ — Cfc = σ°, we have

d{p, Nk) < ί^-tAJUp, ?) f
(Z/c + 1)!

which yields a point of Nk near both p and q and establishes a modulus
of continuity here also. By 1.8, fk can be extended over each C(σ)
separately, as a retraction with a definite modulus of continuity λ. Then
dk+1 = ̂ /(6A + 12) is a modulus of continuity for the whole mapping
fk+u since two points at distance θ from each other in different C(σ),
C(τ), are within (3k + 6)0 of a point r of σ Π r, as above. Therefore
the induction runs, and fn becomes defined on the entire 1/(2% + 3)!
neighborhood of N.

It should be noted that the theorem as stated is trivially false for
arbitrary uniform complexes, since some of them are incomplete. It is
false for many complete ones also. It seems likely that strong results
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might be gotten by using some suitable uniformity for a complex, dif-
ferent from the one defined by max|α?Λ — 2/Λ|, though not necessarily
different for finite-dimensional complexes. UW-complexes are different
in the finite-dimensional case, and I do not know whether they satisfy
1.9.

One gets the homotopy extension lemma and the theorem ARU =
uniformly contractible ANRU just as in the topological case. Precisely,
if / is the interval [0,1}, the cylinder over μX is the product μX x /,
and the cone over μX is the quotient space of the cylinder obtained by
collapsing {(#, 1)} to a point. Homotopy and related concepts being
defined as usual, we have

1.10. // μA c μX, vY is an ANRU, h: μA x I-+vY is a homotopy
between h0 and hιy and g0 is an extension of hQ over μX, then h can be
extended to a homotopy of gQ.

Proof. Define / on (μA x /) U {(a?, 0)} by f(a, t) = h(a, ί), /(#, 0) =
go(x). Let / ' be an extension of / over a uniform neighborhood U, and
let p be a uniformly continuous real-valued function on μX x I vanish-
ing outside U and equal to 1 on the domain of /. Then g(x, t) =
f'(x, tp(xy t)) defines the required extension.

1.11. A uniform spaces is an ARU if and only if it is a uniformly
contractible ANRU.

Proof. An ARU is an ANRU by definition, and retraction of the
cone over it defines a uniform contraction. Conversely, every mapping
into a uniformly contractible ANRU is homotopic to a constant and
therefore extensible.

1.12. The cone over an ANRU is an ARU.

Proof. Let vY be an ANRU, C the cone over vY, μA a subspace
of μX, and/ : μA-+C a uniformly continuous function. The construc-
tion of C as a quotient space of vY x / gives each point of C a second
coordinate in /, and each point except the vertex v has a first coordinate
in Y. Let/2: μA->Ibe the second coordinate of/, which is uniformly
continuous. Let / : A — / ^ ( l ) - * Y be the first coordinate of/, and note
t h a t / is uniformly continuous on each of the sets An = / ; 1[0,1 — 2"w].
Let g2: μX->I be a uniformly continuous extension of/2. Let gλ be a
function with values in Y, defined on a subset U of X, such that for
each n, U contains a uniform neighborhood of An on which gλ is a
uniformly continuous extension of / . (The construction of gx requires a
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little care. Define B1 = A2, jx = gx\Bι. Inductively let hn be an exten-
sion of j n over a uniform neighborhood of Bn, and in the restriction of
hn to a uniform neighborhood Un of Bn which is contained in
flTΐO, 1 - 2"71-1]; let Bn+1 = An+2 U Ϊ7n, define j n + ι : Bn+1-+Y by the values
of in and &, and continue.) If Un is such a neighborhood of An, there
exist uniformly continuous pseudometrics dn on μX relative to which
Un is an εw-neighborhood of An; we may assume dn is bounded by 1 and
form d = X 2~W(ZW, so that relative to d, Un is a ^^-neighborhood of Any

for a sequence of positive numbers δn. Let gQ be a monotone decreasing
continuous function on / to /, vanishing only at 1, but satisfying
gQ(l — 2rn) < δn+1. Now define g[ on μX to / as follows. For p in A,
we have g[{p) =fi(p). If d(p, A) > go(g^(p)) then ^(ί>) = 1. For all other
p we have

05(P) - ΰlv) +

One readily verifies that g'2 is uniformly continuous. Since g[ takes the
constant value 1 on the complement of Z7, we may define g: μX"-> C by
9(B) = (flΊ(«)> ^K^)) where ^(a?) ^ 1, flf(a?) = v where ^(a?) = 1. Then g is
a uniformly continuous extension of / .

1.12 shows that many ARU's exist. Also, a product of arbitrarily
many ARU's is clearly an ARU. On the other hand, the product of a
sequence of copies of the real line is not an ANRU; it is not a retract
of any uniform neighborhood in the product of cones over the lines.

In the other direction, we have the following.

1.13. There is no ARU homeomorphic with the real line.

Proof. An ARU, and even an ANRU, must be uniformly locally
connected; for it can be embedded in a product of metric spaces, and
thus in a product of Banach spaces, where retraction of a uniform
neighborhood establishes the assertion. Now since the only connected
subsets of the line are intervals, a uniformly locally connected structure
on the line is either incomplete or uniformly locally compact. In view
of 1.7 and 1.11, the proof will be completed when we establish

1.14. Every uniformly locally compact uniformly contractible space
is compact.

In turn 1.14 will be deduced from

1.15. Every uniformly locally compact space has a basis of star-finite

uniform coverings.
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Proof of 1.15. Observe that a uniformly locally compact space has
a uniform covering u such that the closures of the stars of elements of
u are compact; and the same is true for any refinement of u. There
is a uniform refinement v which has the property that no proper sub-
family of v is a covering of the space. To see this, take a pseudometric
d so that every set of cZ-diameter 2 or less is a subset of an element
of u; choose a maximal family of points p* with mutual distances ^ 1/2;
and define Va as the set of all points within distance 1 of pΛ except the
other pβ. Now each spherical neighborhood of radius 1/4 is contained
in one of the VΛ. If x is a point within distance 1/4 of some pΛ, Va

contains the 1/4- neighborhood of x. For any other x, there is some
pΛ within distance 1/2 of x, and since the 1/4- sphere about x contains
no other pβ by hopothesis, it is a subset of Va. Finally, the covering
{VΛ} must be star-finite since the closures of the stars are compact.

Proof of 1.14. Every uniformly contractible space is finitely chain-
able in the sense of [1] that is, for any uniform covering {Ua} there
exist finitely many indices aL, , an and a natural number m such that
every £7* can be joined to one of the UΛ% by a chain of m or fewer
intersecting sets Z7β. (In fact, we may take n = 1.) If the covering is
also star-finite, it is finite. Since a uniformly locally compact space is
always complete, we have 1.14, and with it, 1.13.

It is not true that every ANRU is uniformly locally an ARU at
least, not in the sense that there are arbitrarily fine uniform coverings
consisting of ARU's. The trouble is that a subspace which is an ARU
must be closed, by 1.7. But Borsuk has exhibited [2] a compact 2-
dimensional AR in E* in which no closed 2-dimensional proper subset is an
ANR. (For compact spaces, AR = ARU and ANR Ξ= ANRU, since these
spaces can be embedded in cubes.)

The converse is not true either. If Sn denotes the finite complex
which is the boundary of an ^-simplex, then the uniform complex which
is the separated sum of all Sn is uniformly locally an ANRU but not
itself an ANRU. With a little more care the same effect can be de-
monstrated with a metric space which is a discrete sum of ARU's (e.g.
arcs In in Sn coming within distance \\n of every point of the sphere).

An ARU considered as a topological space is an absolute extensor
for paracompact spaces and similarly for ANRU's. 1.18 seems to rule
out any reasonable converse to the first part of this remark.

2# Dimension* The d-dimension or uniform dimension dd(μX) of a
uniform space μX is defined as the least n such that every finite uniform
covering has a (finite) uniform refinement whose nerve is ^-dimensional
if there is no such n, we write δd(μX) = co. (In view of 1.2, it does
not matter whether the parenthesis " (finite) " is included or not. If it
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is included, we have the original definition of Smirnov except for irrele-
vant changes in the concept of equivalence of two spaces—Smirnov speaks
of proximity spaces—and we may quote his results [9, 10] freely.) Simi-
larly the large dimension Ad(μX) is the least n such that every uniform
covering has an ^-dimensional uniform refinement [6]. The inequality
δd(μX) <£ Ad(μX) is a trivial consequence of 1.2.

2.1. A finite-dimensional uniform complex is uniformly equivalent to
its first barycentric subdivision, by the identity mapping. The stars of ver-
tices in successive barycentric subdivisions form a basis of uniform coverings.

Proof. The first statement is a consequence of the second. For that,
it is well known that the meshes of these coverings approach zero, and
it remains to show that each is uniform. It is certainly uniform on a
uniform neighborhood of the O-skeleton and the proof may be finished
by an induction using the fact that the (k — l)-skeleton separates all
the fc-simplexes from each other.

2.2 LEMMA. A uniform covering has a finite-dimensional uniform re-
finement if and only if it has a uniform refinement which is a union of
finitely many uniformly discrete subcollections.

Proof. Evidently if a covering u is a union of n subcollections
which are uniformly discrete (or even merely collections of disjoint sets)
then u has dimension at most n — 1. For the converse, consider the
nerve N(u) as a uniform complex, and let / be a canonical mapping of
the space μX into N(u). The stars of vertices in the first barycentric
subdivision of N(u) form a uniform covering w which is a union of n+1
collections of disjoint sets, namely the collections of stars of vertices
which are centroids of i-dimensional simplexes of N(u), for i = 0, , n.
If wr is a uniform strict shrinking of w, then wf is a union of n + 1
uniformly discrete subcollections, and the same is true of f~\w'), which
is a uniform refinement of u.

2.3. THEOREM. // δd(μX) = n then either Ad(μX) = n or μX has a
uniform covering which has no finite-dimensional uniform refinement.

Proof. We have observed already that Ad(μX) ^ n. It remains to
show that every finite-dimensional uniform covering u has an ^-dimen-
sional uniform refinement. By 2.2 we may suppose u is the union of
uniformly discrete collections u°, ---,up.

Let Ui be the union of uK Then u is a refinement of }Ut}, which
is thus a finite uniform covering. By hypothesis {Ϊ7t} has an %-dimen-
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sional uniform refinement, and therefore (by 1.2) it has an ^-dimensional
uniform shrinking {Vt}. Let vι be the restriction of uι to the subspace
Vt. Each vι is a disjoint collection covering Vt hence their union v is
an ^--dimensional covering of the space which is finer than u. To show
that v is uniform it suffices to show that each v* is uniform on F< (since
{Vt} is uniform and finite). But with respect to some uniformly con-
tinuous pseudometric, the different elements of uι are at mutual distances
> ε, and then in the subspace V% each element of vι is an ε-neigborhood
of itself.

2.4. EXAMPLE. There are uniform spaces μX for which Δd(μX)~ co
and δd(μX) has any desired value. Here is an example homeomorphic
with a countable discrete space, and having a basis of star-finite uniform
coverings. For the description of the structure of X, consider the metric
space K which is a union of cells In, each isometric to the unit ball in
En, with the distance between two points is different cells defined to be
1. Identify the countable set X with a countable dense subset of K,
for the purpose of stating : a covering of X is to be uniform on μX
provided it has a refinement of the form {Uia}, where the sets Xt —VJJicil

are finite in number, and on each Xi9 considered as a subspace of K,
{Uίa} is a uniform covering. One easily sees that this family of cover-
ings satisfies Tukey's axioms and thus defines a uniformity the associ-
ated topology is discrete, since some of the sets Xt may be single points
(lying in no other X5).

Every finite covering of X is uniform and may be refined by a finite
partition, so that δd(μX) = 0. On the other hand, if {Va} is a uniform
covering of K which has no finite-dimensional uniform refinement (e. g.
the covering consisting of all sets of diameter < 1), then {V* Π X} is a
uniform covering of μX. If it had a finite-dimensional uniform refine-
ment, we should have X partitioned into sets Xlf , Xn, each Xt covered
by a finite-dimensional covering {Uiβ} which is uniform on Xt considered
as a subspace of K. Using 2.2, we may as well assume each {Uiβ} is
uniformly discrete. Moreover, we may assume {Uiβ} is a strict shrinking
of {F Λ ΠX}, so that for some ε > 0 the ε-neighborhood of each Uiβ is
contained in some VΛ. If ε is small enough, any two sets Uiβ, UiΊ, are
3ε apart. Then the ε-neighborhoods of the sets Uiβ form a finite-dimen-
sional refinement of {Va} and a uniform covering of the ε/2-neighborhood
of a dense subset of K, that is, a uniform covering of K: a contradic-
tion.

Let us record the last construction for later use.

2.5. If' u is a uniform covering of μX and, {Viβ} a uniform covering of
μA c μX which is a union of n uniformly discrete families, and a strict
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shrinking of u, then there is a uniform covering {Wiai} of a uniform neighbor-
hood of A having these two properties and satisfying Wicύ Π A = Vta.

The proof is just as above except that one must introduce a suitable
pseudometric.

Dowker's proof [3] that the same covering dimension is obtained for
a normal topological space from its finite, star-finite, or locally finite open
coverings goes by way of mappings into spheres and depends on (a)
constructing canonical mappings and (b) modifying them to be essential
onto each simplex. In uniform spaces, of course, the construction is im-
possible, since the conclusion is false. This need not mean that useful
canonical mappings cannot be constructed. The other part of the con-
struction, the removal of inessentiality, is definitely impossible, even in
finite-dimensional spaces. This is easily verified for the subspace of the
plane consisting of the vertical line segments x — n, — 1 ^ y ^ 0y and
x=n,lln^y^l. In a sense, the construction of 1.15 yielding arbitrarily
fine uniform coverings which have no proper subcoverings, is the best
one can do in general.

In the case of locally fine uniform spaces, Dowker's argument goes
through step by step. One has canonical mappings by 1.3 every uni-
form covering has a uniformly locally finite uniform shrinking and
modifications preserving uniform continuity uniformly locally preserve it
in the large. Thus we have

2.6. For locally fine uniform spaces, δ-dimension coincides with large
dimension.

Note that the result applies to the topological dimension of non-normal
completely regular spaces, provided the definitions are framed in terms
of normal coverings these are the uniform coverings in the finest uni-
formity compatible with the topology, which is always a locally fine
uniformity. [5] Smirnov has established some of the properties of the
dimension defined in this way by finite normal coverings and also, for
general uniform spaces, the dimension defined by extension of mappings
into spheres is δd [9].

2.7. A uniform space which is a finite union of subspaces of large
dimension <̂  n has large dimension <̂  n.

Proof. The ^-dimensions of the subspaces coincide with the large
dimensions then from the sum theorem for ^-dimension [9] we know
δd(μX) — n. From 2.3, Δd(μX) is w or ω, However, every uniform
covering of μX may be refined by a union of finitely many finite-
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dimensional uniform coverings of the given subspaces, and hence, as in
2.5, by a finite-dimensional uniform covering of μX.

In this manner one can choose finite or infinite coverings according
to convenience whenever the large dimension is known to be finite. This
occurs for example in questions concerning subspaces of finite-dimensional
spaces, such as

2.8. (Smirnov) A subset S of Euclidean space En has δ-dimension n if
and only if there exists r > 0 such that for every ε > 0 there is a solid sphere
of radius r in which S forms an e-net.

Proof. The conditions are sufficient, in view of 2.5, for they imply
that any uniform neighborhood of $ contains a sphere of radius r. On
the other hand, suppose the conditions not satisfied thus for eachr>0
there is ε > 0 such that every r-sphere contains a point distant by ε from
S. Consider the cell complex K the walls of which are formed by the
lattice hyperplanes x% = p, p integral. The first barycentric subdivision
Kι of K, and all successive barycentric subdivisions Km, are simplicial
complexes, with meshes approaching 0. Moreover, each is a uniform
complex. In particular, on the (n — 1) skeleton of Km, the stars of ver-
tices form a uniform covering u. To see this, observe that u is an open
covering on any compact portion of space (say, all | x.t | 5j 2), hence has
a Lebesgue number there, and every point has a spherical neighborhood
of radius 1 on which the restriction of u is congruent to a part of u
contained in the specified portion.

To construct a uniform (n — l)-dimensional covering of S of arbitra-
rily small mesh 2a, choose m so that the mesh of Km is a or less. Let
{Sti} be the covering of the (n — l)-skeleton of Km by stars of vertices,
and θ a Lebesgue number for this covering (relative to the (n — l)-skele-
ton). Now there exist, first, r > 0 such that every ^-simplex σ of Km

contains a sphere of radius r therefore, by hypothesis, ε > 0 such that
each σ contains a point distant by ε finally, if 2δ = min(r, ε), each σ
contains a point Pσ distant by δ from both S and the frontier of σ. For
each vertex i of Km, let Uι consist of Sti together with all open line
segments (p, pσ) such that p is a point of Stt and a boundary point of
σ (thus i is a vertex of σ). Relatively on the complement of the union
of the spheres of radius δ about all pσ (a set which contain S), {Ui} has
a Lebesgue number, specifically Θδ2/a2. To see this, observe that if x is
in the frontier of σ , and y is an interior point of σ within θδfa of x, we
may construct two similar right triangles in the plane determined by x, y,
and pσ, as follows. Drop a perpendicular from pσ to the hyper plane of
a face of σ containing x, extend the ray from pσ to y until it meets some
face of σ in a point q, and drop a perpendicular from x to the line qy.
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A sketch shows that q must be within θ of x and thus in this case some
Ut contains both x and y. In the case of two interior points y, z, of one
^-simplex σ, with d(y, z) < Θδ2/a2 and both y and z distant by δ from pσ,
draw lines from pσ through y and z until they meet faces of σ, and
observe that the distance between these lines measured parallel to yz
cannot increase beyond θδ/a before one of the lines hits a face. The
remaining case, that y and z are in different %-simplexes, σ, τ, is similar
use the facts that y and z are nearer to the (n — l)-skeleton than to each
other and that δ <Ξ α/2 (since r ^ a). Finally a point common to w + 1
or more sets UΊ would have to be interior to some ^-simplex σ but pro-
jection from Pa. would give a point common to the corresponding sets Sti9

which is absurd.

Let us conclude with a few further remarks. As the statement of
2.3 exhibits, we do not need to know that the Δ-dimension is actually
finite to know that Ad and 3d are the same. In particular, they are the
same in any space whose uniformity is the weak uniformity induced by
a family of real-valued functions. I do not know whether Δd and 3d
coincide for all metric uniform spaces.

Dowker and Hurewicz have shown [4] that the covering dimension
dim for a metrizable space coincides with the sequential dimension ds
defined as the least n such that there exists a sequence of locally finite
open coverings, each of dimension <̂  n, of mesh converging to 0, each
a closure-refinement of the preceding one. (In particular, the theorem
shows that ds is a topological invariant, though the concept of mesh con-
verging to 0 is not invariant.) Examination of their proof shows that
one can replace the closure-refinements by star-refinements, and conclude:
For metrizable spaces, the covering dimension is the same as the least
uniform dimension in any metric uniformity compatible with the topology,
I do not know whether the word " metric" can be omitted.
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